This paper investigates the hydrodynamical aspects of a fixed FPSO in regular waves. The emphasis is geared to the validation of state of the art CFD techniques, using particle image velocimetry measurements on the water velocities around a captive model of an FPSO in regular waves. The main focus is on the following issues:
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the results of the experimental programme on the FPSO, i.e. captive model tests for PIV measurements, extinction tests in waves for an EU project with acronym EXPRO-CFD. A more detailed report on the PIV analysis of these tests can be found in Huijsmans et al [1] The experiments aim to perform measurements (flow data and hydromechanical data) on a FPSO and to deliver data for validation of state of the art CFD tools as e.g. reported by Graham et al [2] , Visonneau et al [3] . The application of PIV has been studied e.g. with liquid sloshing in moving tanks over a long time. Historically, sloshing studies started with impact problems in LNG carrier tanks. Then, the developed numerical and experimental tools and methodologies have been applied to other industrial domains : aeronautics (Airbus A300 wing tank), aerospace (Ariane V oxygen tank), automotive transportation (tanker trucks, car tanks), food industry (milk tank). In the design of mooring systems and protection barriers of FPSO's in deep water often use is made of linearised (or weakly non-linear) potential flow methods. However in steep deep water waves non-linear effect like excessive rolling or green water become predominantly non-linear. Therefore model tests are very often required even in the early design phases. In an attempt to address these non-linear effects a consortium, called EXPRO-
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CFD, funded by the European Commission, was formed. This consortium studied the usability and applicability of advanced CFD tools in the early design stages. Also in this consortium extensive model tests on FPSO's were performed to evaluate and validate the use of these advanced CFD techniques. In an approach to gather water velocity data in a spatial area around the FPSO in steep water waves, use is made of 2-D PIV techniques. In this paper the flow near the bilges of the FPSO are studied. Earlier attempts to use PIV techniques for offshore applications have been reported by Tukker et al. [4] . Applications of detail spatial velocity measurements in civil engineering and offshore engineering applications have been reported by Gray et al ( [5] , [6] , [7] ), Earnshaw et al ( [8] , [9] ) and Jensen et al ( [10] , [11] ). The linear diffraction computations used in this study are partly based on the work presented by van Oortmerssen [12] and Huijsmans [13] and partly using WAMIT software. Obtaining a mesh-based Navier-Stokes solution for the roll response prediction cases is computationally expensive, with accurate solutions traditionally taking much longer than the acceptable engineering timeframe. Under-resolution of the mesh can cause diffusion and dispersion of the wave-field and no exact radiation condition exists to prevent any reflection of the outgoing scattered and radiated waves from the open boundaries of the computational domain. As such the computational domain must be made large to provide time before the reflection of any outgoing waves from the open boundaries contaminates the solution around the body.
To overcome these limitations of the full Navier-Stokes solution, a new formulation has been developed at Imperial College (UK) based on a Helmholtz decomposition of the flow field into the linear potential flow solution, which satisfies an exact radiation condition at infinity and is efficiently solved using a commercial linear Diffraction/Radiation panel code, and a rotational remainder, which is governed by a set of 'decomposed' incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The rotational component is not treated as a wave-like field so that it requires no radiation condition at the open boundaries and the mesh for the rotational solution need only be resolved locally around the body where the rotational flow has significant magnitude. Further, the rotational algorithm can be developed independently from the commercial panel code and offers a viscous Navier-Stokes extension to these potential codes.
The approach was developed in two-dimensions for the diffraction of regular water waves around stationary bodies (Kendon et al (2003) [14] ). It has subsequently been extended (Kendon (2005) [15] ) to look at the roll motion of vessels in beam waves using a strip theory approach where the three-dimensional linearised potential solution is coupled to the two-dimensional rotational solution in cross-sectional planes along the body. This strip theory approach can be extended to look at other response prediction cases where eddy-making damping is important, such as moonpool damping, and the slow-drift sway and yaw motions of moored vessels. A fully three-dimensional extension could be used to look at any 'non-slender' problems, for example the stern of a vessel in slow-drift surge motion. However these extensions are not addressed in this work.
Mathematical Model of Instationary Flow
The problem under consideration is a freely-floating vessel in incident regular beam waves with the vessel's responses confined to the cross-sectional plane (sway, heave, and roll). The fluid is assumed to be incompressible and the flow far from the body is assumed to be irrotational. Under these two assumptions the fluid velocity vector u permits a (Helmholtz) decomposition into an irrotational component and a solenoidal component,
where by definition
and to satisfy incompressibility of the total flow
Potential split The potential component of flow is taken to be the linearised (first order) solution for floating bodies in small amplitude regular waves and small harmonic responses of the body at the wave frequency (John (1950) , [16] ). The potential satisfies a linearised free surface condition on the still water level, a linearised no-normal flow condition on the rest position of the body, and an exact radiation condition at infinity. A solution is obtained in the usual fashion via a specialised Green function which reduces the three-dimensional infinite domain problem for the potential to a boundary integral equation over the wetted body surface at its rest position. The boundary integral equation problem is then solved in the frequency domain using a commercial Diffraction/Radiation panel code. A time domain velocity field is constructed from this which is then used to convect the rotational flow.
Rotational split To account for rotational flow a strip theory approach is used to reduce the computational expense of a full three-dimensional simulation. The premise behind the approach is that the wavefield is three-dimensional on the scale of the body length L, but the separation and vortex activity occurs in a region around the body of the order of the waveheight H w << L. Thus, away from the ends of the structure and in the separation regions the wavefield driving the rotational equations can be considered two-dimensional and the viscous solution can be applied on a strip theory basis. The rotational flow is thus solved in the cross-sectional plane in a series of fixed Eulerian meshes distributed along the length of the body (see figure 1) . For a fixed vessel these meshes are bounded by the mean free surface, the wetted body surface and a far field boundary. To account for body motion, the meshes are then moved with the body and the rotational flow is solved in the body frame. With primed variables denoting the body frame and unprimed variables denoting the fluid domain, the governing equations for the rotational flow are:
where u = ∇ Φ + u R is the total flow in the body frame, p R is the pressure from the full Navier-Stokes solve less the linearised pressure from Bernoulli's equation, and G contains translation and rotating effect terms due to the moving reference frame. At each time-step the potential velocities computed using the Diffraction/Radiation code are entered at the mesh points of the Eulerian mesh. These potential velocities are then used to convect the rotational flow. The potential flow solution is used as a first iteration to prescribe the body motion. The projection of the potential neglects the component of flow normal to the crosssectional plane, which means that there is a small divergence error in the convective term. In the cross-sectional plane the rotational flow enforces no-slip on the body through the condition
and satisfies an irrotational condition on the far-field boundaries
A 'rigid lid' condition (which takes account of any roll motion) is applied at the mean free surface.
Viscous feedback to the body response is attained by linearising the resulting global viscous forces obtained from discrete spatial integration of the planar viscous forces along the hull, to provide viscous added mass and damping coefficients for the linearised equations of body motion within the linear Diffraction/Radiation code. Under the new body responses and new potential flow solution, the rotational equations are then driven for a second iteration. The procedure is then iterated until convergence of vessel response. The iteration procedure has proven to be very efficient with converged body responses obtained in around three iterations.
General Presentation of the Validation Study
The model of the FPSO, scale (1:80), is tested in the Shallow water Basin of MARIN. The measurements included: global loads, incoming waves, by means of arrays of wave gauges, the wave profiles and by means of optical techniques, the velocity field (PIV technique) near the FPSO. All measurements are characterized by fully unsteady hydrodynamic phenomena.
Model of FPSO
For the captive PIV tests, the model of the FPSO is fixed with a 6 component force transducer in order to measure the wave loads. The particulars of the tanker are displayed in the table above. The frames of the vessel are presented in figure( 3)
Instrumentation

Global loads
The FPSO is kept fixed to a 6 degrees of freedom force transducer attached to the main carriage of the basin.
This system is constructed to measure forces (Fx, Fy and Fz) and over turning moments (Mx, My and Mz), Flow velocity near FPSO: A laser sheet coincided with a vertical plane normal to the FPSO; for this purpose the optical head is placed fixed to the basin floor; Two cameras are placed outside the FPSO with the optical axis normal to the laser sheet; each camera had a field of view of approximately 280x200 (mm) in the laser sheet; one camera is viewing near the free surface and one camera is viewing near bilges. The cameras and laser sheet were kept fixed to the basin floor.
Experimental Arrangement General Arrangement for Captive PIV Measurements
The experimental set up was developed by SIREHNA on the basis of its previous experience in PIV measurements in large scale hydrodynamic facilities. The general arrangement of the experimental set up, illustrated in figure(4) was composed with the following components :
One seeding pipe, One underwater laser sheet to light a vertical plane parallel to the wave propagation direction, Two cameras, placed inside a camera housing, to record images of the measurement area illuminated by the laser sheet.
The camera housing positioning should have been such that no hydrodynamic interference with the flow at the midship position would be present.
Summary of the Tests
The program for the tests was based on the following parameters : PIV Analysis The analyses of the images recorded during this test campaign was composed of the two following main steps:
Global cross correlation, Adaptive cross correlation.
Each step was completed by a global filtering, a local filtering, an interpolation and a smoothing process. The figure (9) presents an example of velocity map determined from the two consecutive PIV images.
Discussion of Results Flow Images near bilges of FPSO model
The results of the PIV measurements and CFD computations consist of a time sequence of frames where the water velocity and vorticity is displayed. A sample is presented in figure (9) to (11) . The results of the CFD computations consist of a time sequence of frames where the vorticity is displayed. Samples are displayed in figure (14) to (15) . For two points the RAO of the yand z-water velocity are determined. The two points , indicated as A and B in figure(3) , are near the bilge of the FPSO vessel at midship position. From linear diffraction analysis the y-z water velocity RAO are determined. They are plotted together with the results from the PIV analysis in figure (5) to figure (8) . As can be seen from the calculated and measured water velocity RAOs an definite over estimation from the linear computations is observed as expected. The calculated vertical water velocities at point A, just below the keel of the vessel, showed no significant amplitude. This was also observed from the measured vertical water velocities at point A. However the measured data did produce a significant amount of scatter in the RAOs. The difference between the two measured RAOs, ie for the 2.0m and 5.0m wave amplitude case, did not lead to a definite conclusion with respect to the non-linearity of the observed water velocities. From the displayed water velocity vector plots ( see figure(9) and (11) one observes a marked separation region of the flow near the bilge of the vessel, qualitatively in agreement with the vorticity plotsof the CFD computations.
Global Wave Load Response on FPSO
The measured global wave load response in sway heave and roll are displayed in figure (12) to figure (13) , together with the calculated linear response RAOs. Here the non-linearity effects are observed from the two wave amplitudes, 2.0m and 5.0m that 
